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Hi! I'm Lance Willett. And I love themes.
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Theme Busters R Us

I love themes so much that the word is literally in my job title
I work for Automattic launching themes on WordPress.com
This is what I work on all day, every day
I'm honored and excited to be here to share with you



themeshaper.com/busters

Theme Busters R Us

Here’s a link to download these slides, and view links I mention in 
the talk



I love themes

Themes are awesome! Everyone loves themes
They are super important within the WP ecosystem
For many people who use WP their theme is their site
This is important stuff



I break themes

I break themes because I want them to be the best they can be
Keys to successful theme breaking: examples, tools, process



Break your theme

Breaking themes for fun?! Crazy talk. Busting your WordPress theme 
– on purpose – can be both fun and useful. The process is a crucial 
part of building sites with WordPress, whether it's for a client 
project, a personal blog, or releasing an awesome new theme to the 
world.

As theme developers we should work hard to break our themes



Breaker, buster, tester

Break = push it to extremes to simulate real world usage.
Testing is often considered a dirty word. That's why I prefer to call it 
breaking. It's more fun!
we either have no time to do it, or we think it's boring and tedious. 
Breaking stuff should be fun and something we are excited to dig 
into



http://www.zeldman.com/2011/06/03/one-blog-post-is-worth-a-
thousand-portfolio-pieces/

Anyone can write a how-to. Not 
everyone thinks to write a why.

I'm going to assume a basic knowledge of WP and theming, that 
you've put together a theme or two
The experiences I'm sharing today and my point of view are just as 
applicable to anyone looking for the perfect-fit theme
You can test a theme just the same whether you're building it or 
using someone else's theme

http://www.zeldman.com/2011/06/03/one-blog-post-is-worth-a-thousand-portfolio-pieces/
http://www.zeldman.com/2011/06/03/one-blog-post-is-worth-a-thousand-portfolio-pieces/
http://www.zeldman.com/2011/06/03/one-blog-post-is-worth-a-thousand-portfolio-pieces/
http://www.zeldman.com/2011/06/03/one-blog-post-is-worth-a-thousand-portfolio-pieces/


Break your theme to 
make it better

The why: taking time to test and break will make the end result 
better



—James Thurber

Why do you have to be a 
nonconformist like everybody 
else?

Y U NO TEST?

https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192
https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192


—Theme Buster

Y U NO BREAK STUF?!

Y U NO BREAK STUF?

https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192
https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192


Don’t be that guy
Shirker!
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lance_mountain/3928027390/in/
set-72157594534839900



How I break themes

I believe it's good to have a process
Even if it's just a post-it note on your monitor or a hand-written list
Improve it each time you work on a theme, and share your 
experiences with others
Here's mine



It’s on the Codex, on the Theme Development page
http://codex.wordpress.org/Theme_Development



Codex theme testing checklist
But ... let’s make it even simpler

http://codex.wordpress.org/
Theme_Development#Theme_Testing_Process



1. Visual
2. Code
1. Visual
2. Code

Much of these tips and tricks apply to plugin and themes
Themes have a much richer visual component, though
So requires a double whammy: code quality, visual quality



1. Visual
2. Code
3. Beer

Forgot one!



Visual quality

Part 1

Visual testing
http://codex.wordpress.org/Theme_Unit_Test



One item to highlight on that list is the Theme Unit Test
My process is pushing the theme to extremes to simulate real usage
I have to remember I can only test so much
As some point I have to share it and see how it goes



Each one of these visual tests corresponds with posts or pages in 
the test data



Motion, a theme I launched on WP.com
It’s now in our top 10 most popular
Example 1: Huge images
http://theme.wordpress.com/themes/motion/



Full-size images uploaded, do they fit in the main content?



HTML attribute adjustments by users
Maybe pasting in an image URL from Flickr or somewhere else



This is Traction, a cool theme for The Theme Foundry
http://thethemefoundry.com/traction/



Example 2: Too many menu items
This can happen when you use a custom menu
or if your site has a lot of pages



Example 3: Super long titles
This is ChaosTheory, a theme developed for WP.com
That I recently revamped and released to WP.org
http://wordpress.org/extend/themes/chaos-theory/



Super long title!



If you say it fast enough ...



In this case someone may type the title like sentence
1. can the theme gracefully handle long titles? (layout stable)
2. does the title look good if it's wrapped to two lines (line-height)



Better :)



Content

What do these example have in common?
The theme breakage comes not from bugs in the code, or the server 
environment
No, it's content that's entered into WP that the theme has trouble 
displaying



Give you a quick look inside my head
Don't worry it's safe
This is what I picture when I'm breaking themes
Car bashing is fun!



Content = Hammer

Content is my hammer
Images of all shapes and sizes
Crazy long posts
Make huge galleries
Add as much data and content as you can. The more the better.



Variety
Quantity
Use real content if you can
Real content means you can break things more spectacularly



Code quality

Part 2



Use WP_DEBUG

Nuff said
It’s like turning on a light, you start seeing the creepy, crawly things



In your wp-config.php file

http://codex.wordpress.org/Editing_wp-config.php#Debug



Essential plugins

Activate these plugins when you're testing locally
Not recommended for production use, unless you know how to set it 
up correctly



Debug Bar
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/debug-bar/



Example of Debug Bar in action



Log Deprecated Notices
wordpress.org/extend/plugins/log-deprecated-notices/



Example of Log Deprecated Notices in action



Log Deprecated Notices Extender, by Joey Kudish (speaking next)
wordpress.org/extend/plugins/log-deprecated-notices-extender/



Theme-Check
wordpress.org/extend/plugins/theme-check/



Running Theme-Check on the P2 theme



D’oh, errors
Well, not too bad
But you see the example of the output from Theme-Check



VIP scanner from Automattic
github.com/Automattic/vip-scanner



This is what the VIP scanner looks like in wp-admin, Tools menu



Running an Undefined Functions check
Pass!



Running the WP.com theme review
FAIL! :)

Example of the error results



My process

Here's how I do my a theme review, aka breaking a theme



My process

Run Theme-Check and VIP scanner

Look at each file line by line

Watch for database queries, option calls, 
post meta

Make fixes ... look again

Check Debug Bar and deprecated notices
Looking at the database queries, see if anything is unexpected
Test with dummy data to catch obvious things
Make fixes, look at it again ...



My process

Templates: Theme_Development checklist

Visual: Theme_Unit_Test checklist

Test with real data

Check for HTML, CSS, JS errors

1. Do a visual check -- only after the code is stable, major bugs are 
fixed
2. Check templates against the Theme_Development checklist on 
Codex, take notes
3. Run through Theme Unit Test, take notes -- with *real data* (not 
just dummy data)
4. Look through theme files again
5. Checking for CSS, HTML, JS, PHP errors



PHP syntax

find . -type f -name \*.php -exec php -l {} \;

I save it as a shell alias for `phpe`
To run it quickly inside a theme directory
alias phpe='find . -type f -name \*.php -exec php -l {} \;'



Sample output of the PHP syntax check



MOAR debugging
http://wordpress.tv/2011/09/02/andrew-nacin-debugging-in-
wordpress/

http://nacin.com/2010/04/23/5-ways-to-debug-wordpress/

More debugging
From WCSF 2011
http://wordpress.tv/2011/09/02/andrew-nacin-debugging-in-
wordpress/

http://nacin.com/2010/04/23/5-ways-to-debug-wordpress/

http://wordpress.tv/2011/09/02/andrew-nacin-debugging-in-wordpress/
http://wordpress.tv/2011/09/02/andrew-nacin-debugging-in-wordpress/
http://nacin.com/2010/04/23/5-ways-to-debug-wordpress/
http://nacin.com/2010/04/23/5-ways-to-debug-wordpress/


Debugging is breaking

Philosophy of debugging
I think of debugging in two ways



Bugs

1. Looking for bugs, like ants or cockroaches
How do you find them? Turn on the light



Diamonds

2. A more positive, lucrative style of debugging
Digging for gold. "I dug up a diamond"



This is not stock photo, this is a real picture
My wife took on a trip to Arkansas to the Crater of Diamonds State 
Park
This is NOT the usual way to look for diamonds ... but it was really 
fun to watch :)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lance_mountain/454665204/in/
set-72157594534839900
Get down and dirty
You just might find a several million $ stone that's been hiding there 
all along



No one finds a bug by looking in 
the dark.

Only when you get down and dirty 
do you dig up diamonds.

—Fake Koans R Us

I offer you two fake koans, that I made up just for this talk

- No one finds a bug by looking in the dark
- Only when you get down and dirty do you dig up diamonds

https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192
https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192


1. Visual
2. Code
3. Debugging
4. Beer

The basic elements of theme breaking

This is actually a much-needed position in our community right now
Especially for themes
It's also a great way to learn advanced WP development since you’ll 
be teaching best practices



—( ! Hemingway )

Code drunk, debug sober.

I think this is the perfect thought to leave you with
Had Hemingway been a coder, not a writer ...
Have no fear, break your theme, and have fun
Thank you!

https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192
https://twitter.com/PeteVanWest/statuses/157176375252488192


Lance Willett
WordCamp San Diego 2012

@simpledream
http://simpledream.net/

Slides: themeshaper.com/busters/

Theme Busters R Us

Let’s talk afterward in the hallway, at lunch, and at the dev day 
tomorrow

Grab the slides here:

http://simpledream.net
http://simpledream.net

